ENERGY,
OIL & GAS

ERP, BW, ISAS,
GOM, GEMSII, AND
OFFSHORE DEVELOPMENT
DISYS has been working with the client, one of the largest multinational oil and gas
corporations, for several years and is currently in the midst of its sixth project with them. At
first, DISYS assisted the client with an ERP project involving a universal upgrade, as well as the
consolidation of a number of outdated legacy systems. DISYS was then later asked to support
the client’s continuing development with their data warehouse and business intelligence
applications in SAP BW. More recently, the client needed support locating qualified resources
for two downstream projects involving a TSW Transport System, and anEvent Management
System. Additionally, the client needed experts to make improvements to a supply chain
management system in their European market.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
• Ever changing IT marketplace
• Lack of available and qualified resources

THE DISYS SOLUTION
• Expanded to the surrounding European market to achieve a greater reach of talent
• Delivered specialized resources from several different IT areas

RESULTS
• Fast delivery of resources
• Met all project goals on time
• Improved clients mission critical business applications
• Client asked DISYS to support future projects

BUSINESS CHALLENGES

The initial SAP ERP projects DISYS delivered to the client were met substantially by providing SAP
professionals from the surrounding European market. However four years later, the IT market had
rapidly evolved, and these projects required very specialized oil and gas resources that were difficult to
locate within the European region. The client needed help locating experts familiar with more cutting
edge SAP technologies that went beyond the core ERP components.

THE DISYS SOLUTION

After working closely with the client on several past projects, DISYS knew what was expected of them
to quickly on board the high-level consultants. The evolving technology and changing IT requirements
led DISYS to expand its reach, and recruit resources from the entire European market and beyond.
DISYS’ unmatched sourcing strategies and “just-in-time” staffing methodology allowed DISYS to
quickly identify the right skill sets that aligned with the client’s needs. DISYS provided the client with
over 40 highly qualified resources comprised of SAP consultants, Supply Chain Analysts, Business
Warehouse Specialists, AS 400 mainframe Analysts, Testers and IT application support analysts.
DISYS offered a mix of onshore, offshore, and hybrid recruiting strategy to provide the client with a
consistent and cost effective global solution. To ensure a quick response to the client’s missions critical
goals, DISYS communicated with the client almost every day to certify all tasks were being met
considerably.

THE RESULTS

DISYS met all project goals on time and placed specialized consultants quickly to respond to the
client’s requests. DISYS’ experienced pool of SAP consultants and talent has given the client the ability
to draw on a varied range of SAP skill sets quickly when needed and all within a predetermined price
range. Since the placements of the DISYS teams, the client has experienced improved operational
efficiencies and the enhanced alignment of their core IT infrastructures with their strategic business
processes. As the DISYS’ relationship with the client continues to grow, DISYS will continue to support
the client in several other business areas.

OUR OFFERINGS

• Consulting Services

From the initial planning stages to production,
DISYS provides end-to-end guidance in the areas of:

• Application Services

• Infrastructure Support services

• Support and Maintenance
• Helpdesk and Customer Services

• Database Services

• Testing and Upgrades

DISYS, LLC is an IT staffing and consulting company serving Fortune 500 and other global-scale enterprises worldwide. DISYS
delivers strategic value by understanding and responding to a client’s environment, problems, and challenges either by
assembling the most highly talented team for any job or delivering more comprehensive, cost-effective IT solutions.
Incorporated in 1994 as a certified Minority Business Enterprise, DISYS is headquartered in McLean, Virginia, with offices and
delivery locations worldwide.
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